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ABSTRACT
Grounded Theory (GT) is increasingly being used to study
the human aspects of Software Engineering. Unfortunately,
the Grounded Theory method is still not widely understood
in the Software Engineering discipline. We present an overview
of the Grounded Theory method and discuss its use.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management
; K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grounded Theory (GT) is a research method developed by
sociologists Glaser and Strauss in 1967 [8]. GT allows the
researcher to systematically generate theory from data ana-
lyzed by constant comparison [6]. GT is particularly suited
to study the human aspects of Software Engineering because
(a) GT, used as a qualitative research method, allows us to
study social interactions and behaviour—a key ingredient in
the study of human aspects of Software Engineering and (b)
GT uncovers the main concern of the research participants
and how they go about resolving it. GT is increasingly be-
ing used to study the human aspects of Software Engineering
[1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 10, 12, 13]. Unfortunately, the GT method
is still not widely understood in the field of Software Engi-
neering. In this paper, we present an overview of the classic
GT method and discuss the use of GT as a valuable research
method for studying human aspects of Software Engineer-
ing.

2. GROUNDED THEORY
Fig. 1 presents an overview of Grounded Theory. Examples
of our use of the GT process are available here [9, 10, 11].
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Initial Literature Review The researcher can start off
with a light literature review—enough to carry on a con-
versation with his participants. The research question is
formulated during the process of GT and not as a result
of extensive literature review upfront. Extensive literature
review can be done later in the process [6].
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Figure 1: Overview of the Grounded Theory method

Data Collection in the field guided by a process called
Theoretical Sampling which allows the researcher to collect,
code, and analyze the data and then decide what data to
collect next [6]. Interviews and observations are a couple of
the most popular methods of data collection in GT.

Open Coding is the first step of analysis and starts by
collating key points from raw data. These are then assigned
a code—a phrase that summaries the key point in 2 or 3
words [5].

Constant Comparison Method The codes arising out of
each interview are constantly compared against the codes
from the same interview, and those from other interviews



and observations. This is GT’s Constant Comparison Method
[5, 6] which is used to group these codes to produce a higher
level of abstraction called concepts, and is repeated on these
concepts to produce another level of abstraction called a cat-
egory.

Memoing is the ongoing process of writing theoretical notes
throughout the GT process. Memos capture the conceptual
links between categories as the researcher notes down their
reflections on different categories.

Core Category Several categories emerge as a result of
data analysis amd the one that is able to account for most
variations in the data and relates meaningfully and easily
with other categories is called the Core Category [6].

Selective Coding Once the core category is established,
the researcher ceases open coding and uses Selective Cod-
ing—a proceedure where they code for only the core cat-
egory and those categories that are closely related to the
core.

Theoretical Saturation When further data collection and
analysis on a particular category leads to a point of diminish-
ing results—no new insight into the category is generated—
the category is said to have reached Theoretical Saturation
[6]. The researcher can then stop collecting data and coding
for that category.

Extensive Literature Review As the theory starts to
emerge, the researcher can conduct extensive literature re-
view to see how the literature in the field relates to their
emerging theory.

Sorting Once the researcher has nearly finished data collec-
tion and coding is almost saturated, they can begin arrang-
ing the theoretical memos on a conceptual level or Sorting.
Sorting results in an outline of the theory describing how
the different categories relate to the core-category [6] .

Theoretical Coding Glaser lists several common structues
of theories or theoretical coding families [7] which can be
used as a framework to describe how the categories relate to
each other as a hypotheses to be integrated into a theory.
This is called Theoretical Coding.

Write up The final step in GT is writing up the theory,
which follows the theoretical outline generated as a result of
sorting and theoretical coding.

3. STUDYING HUMAN ASPECTS USING GT
Several aspects of GT lend themselves postively to the study
of human aspects of Software Engineering. In GT, the main
source of data collection are interviews conducted with hu-
man participants and observations of their interactions and
behaviour during their every day software development ac-
itvities. Incidents shared by participants and observed by
the researcher become the basis for data analysis in GT as
the researcher looks for common patterns among the sets of
data. Through several levels of abstraction, the researcher is
able to isolate the core category which captures the largest
concern of the majority of the participants. Throughout the
GT process, the human and social aspects remain the prime

focus. Using GT as a research method, the researcher is not
only able to discover the main concern of the participants
but also the ways in which they go about resolving it. There
are several examples of the application of GT to study the
human aspects of Software Engineering [1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 10,
12, 13].

Our own research has used GT to study the self-organizing
nature of Agile teams [9, 10, 11]. While self-organization
is an important theoretical concept in Agile software engi-
neering, how Agile teams self-organize in practice is not well
understood. Using GT as a research method, we were able
to interview and observe Agile practitioners in the field. As a
result of GT analysis, we discovered six informal roles on Ag-
ile teams that specifically facilitate self-organization: Men-
tor, Co-ordinator, Translator, Champion, Promoter, and
Terminator [10]. We also identified the partices of Agile
teams that make them self-organizing: balancing freedom
and responsibility, balancing cross-functionality and special-
ization, and balancing continuous improvement and itera-
ture pressure [10]. Through the use of classic GT as a re-
search method, we were able to understand and capture the
main concern of our participants—becoming a self-organizing
Agile teams—and how they go about resolving it—through
informal self-organizational roles and practices.
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